
F R E S H WAT E R  M U S S E L S : 

The Modest Mollusks
Driving Question

How do freshwater mussels affect water quality in the Chesapeake Bay?

Investigative Question

What role do freshwater mussels play in their ecosystem?

Step 1: Check your Knowledge

List everything you already know about filters in nature (It’s ok if you aren’t sure!):



Step 2: Read the Article Below

Freshwater Mussels: 
A Small Animal that Keeps Freshwater Ecosystems Going Strong 
Often when we think of the term “filter feeder” in the Chesapeake Bay we think of oysters. However, 
the goal of this lesson is to introduce a new filter feeder—the lesser known freshwater mussel! Don’t 
be fooled by their small and simple appearance: They play an essential role in keeping the freshwater 
tributaries that flow into the Chesapeake Bay healthy. If the waters that flows into the Chesapeake Bay 
are healthy—the Bay itself will be healthy too! 

Freshwater mussels are small 
aquatic invertebrates (bivalve 
mollusks, to be exact) that play 
an important role as filters in 
freshwater rivers and streams.  
Freshwater mussels also create 
important habitat at the bottom 
of these waterways and play an 
important role in the food web. Not 
to mention they have a unique life 
cycle that involves a ride in the gills 
of a fish.  

Mussels are filter feeders, so 
they are a natural living thing 
that cleans water! They filter 
out  for algae/phytoplankton 
(microscopic floating plants). 
They also take in any suspended 
solids floating nearby while they 

are feeding. Mussels filter out sediment (dirt) that clouds up the water and nutrients that can cause an 
overabundance of algae. Mussels use some of the nutrients to grow their shell. When mussels  get rid of 
waste (biodeposition) some is feces (fancy word for poop) and some is undigested sediment and other 
things—pseudo-feces or fake poop. This undigested material sinks to the bottom and often contains 
food for worms, aquatic insects, and other small fish that live in the benthic zone, or stream bottom. 

The health of a river or stream is essential for the survival of freshwater mussels, who have continued 
to decline drastically because they can’t tolerate changes in water quality  They also suffer from the 
introduction of non-native species, and climate change warming the waters. Other threats are natural 
like predators (like raccoons or snapping turtles) or man-made threats like dams, which block migration 
patterns of fish that transport larval mussels upstream. .

Bonus: Using Google, what other facts or information can you find about freshwater mussels in your 
area (search freshwater mussels + your state)? Be prepared to share your findings.  
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Step 3: Watch the Video

Watch “Ask an Expert: Why are Freshwater Mussels So Cool?”  
cbf.org/ask-an-expert-mussels-video

It is ok to pause or rewatch sections of the video to get information you may have missed!  

1. List three facts you learned about mussels in the video.

2. List two roles that mussels play in the ecosystem.

3. List one threat that mussels face in their ecosystem. 

Step 4: Write a Six-Word Story 

Taking the information you have learned so far, create a six-word story that captures the unique role of 
freshwater mussels in their ecosystem.  

Be creative but stick to six words!  



Step 5: Elaborate and Connect 

Build your own filter! Freshwater mussels feed on substrate from the water, helping filter out pollutants 
like excess nitrogen through a process called denitrification. What’s especially cool about freshwater 
mussel’s role as a filter is that they help catch these bad pollutants upstream so that they don’t continue 
further downstream! This helps clean your local stream but also helps the plants, animals, and people 
who depend on clean water in the Chesapeake Bay.  

Using what you know about filters and what you have learned about the filtering power of freshwater 
mussels, you are going to create a filter to test dirty water. After you design your filter you will build and 
test your filter and then test it again. You don’t need to go out and buy anything. Here is a list of some 
materials that you may have at home. Be creative and use what you have!

Suggested Materials:

q one liter of water prepared in advance with soil and sand in it until it is thin but relatively 
 see through
q two-liter bottle cut in half or use a colander placed in a big enough container to capture 
 filtered water
q cotton balls q tissue q gravel (aquarium gravel works great)
q gauze squares q paper towels q sand 
q tulle/netting q coffee filters q plant material

Procedure:

1. There are several variables you could measure. Are you going to measure the amount of time 
or speed it takes to filter a set amount of water, the volume filtered, or the clarity of the water? 
Underline your selection.  

2. Take 2-3 minutes to design and plan the filter. Sketch your design and complete the chart below. Be 
sure to draw the different filtering materials.   

Material                             Reason Sketch
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3.  Spend about five minutes constructing your filter.  

4.  Conduct your investigation based on the variable you selected:

a. Time:  ________  minutes to filter all water

b. Volume: Select and record the volume of water you are going to run through your filter: 

Starting:  ________________  Finish:  _________________

c. Clarity:        No Change-Cloudy             Some Change  Clear

5. Summarize your results in one to two sentences.

  How does this model compare to a natural filter like a mussel?

  How could you use this information to help clean your local waterway and save the Bay?

Extension:  Add soap, oil, or fertilizers to the water before filtering. Then check the filtered water for 
pH, nitrates, clarity, odor.
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